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Difficulty of Retirement Between Age-Gap Couples 
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“You can’t help who you love” and “love knows no age” are common phrases uttered by couples in May-December relationships. 
Love may conquer all, but unfortunately in the case of retirement planning for a couple with an age gap, love needs a lot of 
assistance.    

According to the most recent U.S. Census data, the average age gap between married couples is 2.3 years, with 77 percent of 
spouses within five years of each other.1 However, there are plenty of marriages with a much wider gap. The Pew Research Center 
estimates that 5 percent of first marriages and 20 percent of remarriages are between individuals with an age gap of 10 years or 
more.2 This difference can have far-reaching implications on how a couple prepares and executes their retirement plan. While there 
can be a temptation for the younger spouse to join the older one in retirement, an early retirement can be very costly. May-
December couples require extra planning to ensure a successful retirement plan. 

DIFFERENT LIFESTYLES 

The first concern faced by couples with a wide age gap is that these two individuals are in different life stages. For example, if Dave is 
70 years old and his spouse Karen is 55 years old, they may find themselves out of synch during their respective retirement years. 
When Dave retires at 70, Karen may still be interested in advancing her career. At 65, Karen is ready to enjoy her retirement, possibly 
travel and golf. But by then Dave is 80 years old and may be slowing down. Finding a retirement balance between two spouses to 
ensure enough time to travel, engage in hobbies, visit grandkids together while both people are still healthy and active can be 
difficult. 

TIME HORIZON AND LIFE EXPECTANCY 

Beyond sharing similar lifestyles, couples with an age gap have additional special challenges to consider when planning for their 
retirement. And if the gap is 10 or more years, those challenges can have a significant impact on their income and spending in 
retirement, especially for the younger spouse.  

There is a 45 percent chance that one spouse in any married couple will reach 90 years old. Therefore, an age-gap couple should be 
thinking about planning for 40 or more years, which is significantly longer than a couple that have similar ages.3 The extended 
retirement window puts further pressure on the couple’s portfolio to support the additional years of retiree life. A recent study 
determined that a couple with a 10-year gap will need approximately 37 percent more in retirement assets than a couple with no 
age gap.4 
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RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS 

While couples with an age gap need more retirement assets, they often truncate the combined years contributing toward that 
retirement nest egg because they choose to retire together. When this occurs, the younger spouse will end up with fewer years 
contributed toward their company-sponsored retirement plan or amassing fewer credit and vesting years in their pension.  

When it comes to federal Social Security benefits, the effect of early retirement is even more dramatic. Social Security benefits are 
calculated by averaging your highest 35 years of pay. If the younger spouse has fewer than 35 years of earnings, zeros will be filled in 
for the missing years, drastically impacting that spouse’s potential Social Security benefit and the couples shared bottom line. Further 
compounding the issue, the younger spouse may need to take the Social Security benefit before the stated Social Security Normal Full 
Retirement Age if they choose to retire at the same time as their older spouse. For each month it is taken early, the benefit is 
reduced. Therefore, the younger spouse may end up taking a double-reduced benefit because of retiring early to retire with the older 
spouse. 

INVESTING 

Age-gap couples generally need to take more risk when it comes to investment strategy than a same-age couple would in order to 
capture enough growth to support the extended retirement timeline. In addition, the couple may need to invest more aggressively to 
compensate for contribution gaps of the younger spouse. As the couple contemplates its risk tolerance and investment strategy it 
should probably make those decisions based on the younger spouses’s time horizon. 

WITHDRAWALS 

A general rule is that one can withdraw up to 4 percent of a retirement nest egg per annum and be confident that the funds will last 
for the standard 30 year retirement window. Here is another case where a couple’s age gap has led to a reduction in a potential 
retirement income stream. Because an age-gap couple’s combined retirement will be longer, they will need to be more conservative 
with their withdrawal rate. Overall, the extended retirement window will lead to higher total cumulative expenses that the portfolio 
needs to cover. Lower revenue and higher expenses is not a winning combination. 

HEALTH & LTC 

Finally, a couple’s age gap can have a significant impact on health insurance costs. If the younger spouse retires before being eligible 
for Medicare at age 65 (and is no longer covered by a company health plan), they will need to think about purchasing private health 
insurance. This can be a huge expense which most individuals have not budgeted for it when figuring out retirement savings or 
withdrawal rate. 
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Furthermore, long-term care cost for an age-gap couple can have significant ramifications on their retirement nest egg. In a study, 
Genworth estimates that the median cost for long-term care in a nursing home for the average 55-year-old woman will be $275,000 
per year by the time she is 85 years old.5 In the case of an age-gap couple, if the older spouse were to need intensive care, the 
younger spouse’s retirement savings would be reduced by several hundred thousand dollars. Unless the couple planned their 
retirement with this possibility in mind, there’s just no way for the younger spouse to make up that savings reduction after they have 
started their retirement. 

Couples with few assets may not be able to afford Long Term Care (LTC) insurance, which can help cover intensive care expenses 
while protecting the combined retirement nest egg. Without LTC insurance, a couple will only be covered by Medicaid after they 
have exhausted their retirement savings. Because LTC insurance can be costly it probably only makes sense for couples with over 
$250,000 in retirement assets. And as they plan for their retirement, couples need to keep in mind that premiums increase with the 
age at which you sign up making the prime age to buy LTC coverage between 55 – 65 years old. 

CONCLUSION 

We can’t help who we fall in love with, but we can properly plan for our combined retirement. Age-gap couples face unique and wide-
ranging challenges to ensure they can comfortably live through their retirement years. Lifestyle, savings habits, investment tolerance, 
withdrawal strategy, health status and insurance needs are all drastically impacted the wider age gap. These challenges can result in 
lower income sources and higher expense needs so navigating an age-gap retirement requires thoughtful planning. As with all things 
retirement, the earlier you get a road map in place, the better. 
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